If you're looking to increase the reach of your message, do some online training or just talk to a larger audience, then a webinar is the solution. The examples below show the types of package available, which can be tailored to fit your needs.

Package 6 from £350 +VAT
- 2x HD PTZ cameras
- Filming of stage and audience
- Separate video feed for slide presentations
- AV tech setup - recording only
- Footage supplied on portable hard drive

Package 7 from £600 +VAT
- 3x HD PTZ cameras
- 1 vision mixer operator
- Live vision mixing shows presenters and slides simultaneously
- Live vision mix supplied on portable hard drive

Package 8 from £800 (half day) or £1300 (full day) +VAT
- 1 manned camera
- 1 vision mixer operator
- 3x HD PTZ cameras
- Live vision mixing of all cameras and slides to give the closest experience of being in the room
- Live vision mix supplied on portable hard drive
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Interviews, vox pops and promos

Depending on the style of your interview or promo, we can tailor the perfect package for your needs. The following information will give you a good indication of the options available, but are by no means definitive. Please contact us so we can develop the right package for you.

- Interviews, vox pops and promos
- 1 day filming, 2-3 days editing
- Fully-equipped camera crew
- Content captured at a single central venue or a few local sites
- Editing of content
- Output in agreed format
- Output: 3-7 minutes

Package 1: Talking heads and vox pops
from £1,050 +VAT
1 day filming, 1 day of editing

Package 2: Multi person interviews and news
from £2,300 +VAT
1 day filming, 2-3 days of editing, multiple sites

Package 3: Product based promotional videos
from £1,750 +VAT
2 days filming, 1 day editing

Package 4: Small events – up to 200 delegates
from £1,500 per day +VAT
2 manned cameras, 3 unmanned cameras (Full HD PTZ), vision mixer

Package 5: Large events – up to 500 delegates
from £2,500 per day +VAT
3 manned cameras, 3 unmanned cameras (Full-HD PTZ), vision mixer
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Events

If you’re planning to host an event at one of our IET venues and want to extend the reach or impact – we offer a range of solutions for both small and large occasions.

- 1 day filming and 1 day editing
- Fully-equipped camera crew
- Content captured at a single central venue
- Encoder for adding slides synchronised to event footage
- Minimal editing of content into individual speaker sections
- Output in agreed format
- Output: up to 5 hours of event footage, Q&A and Panel

*Events can also be streamed live by adding a webcast package, please discuss if you would like it streamed live. See overleaf for more information.
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Contact us:

e: info@iet.tv

t: +44 (0) 1438 765626